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There has been a growing interest in developing intelligent assistant systems
that help users in a variety of tasks. The emphasis in these systems has been
to provide a well-engineered domain-spe i solution to the problem of redu ing
the users' ognitive load in their daily tasks. A de ision-theoreti model was proposed re ently [1℄ to formalize the general problem of assistantship as a partially
observable Markov de ision pro ess (POMDP). In this formulation, there is a
goal-oriented user and an assistant a ting intera tively in the environment. The
goal of the assistant is to take a tions that minimize the expe ted ost of ompleting the user's task. In most situations, however, the user's task or goal is not
dire tly observable to the assistant, whi h makes the problem of qui kly inferring
the user's goals from observed a tions riti ally important. To perform this goal
inferen e, it is important to learn the user's poli y as early as possible. In our
previous work, we assumed that the user is reasonably rational to onstrain his
poli y. Also, we assumed a at user poli y to perform e e tive inferen e.
In this work, we aim to use the ombination of hierar hi al and relational
knowledge about the user's goal stru ture to onstrain his poli y. For instan e,
a user who submits a paper would de ompose the goals into writing the abstra t, the main paper, run experiments, ompile the results and turn in the
paper. Also, the user would use the same methodology irrespe tive of whether
he turns in a paper to ICML or IJCAI. Similarly, the hoi e of whether he runs
the experiments or writes the main se tion would be in uen ed by the loseness of deadline. We believe that an assistant equipped with su h a relational
hierar hi al knowledge would be able to provide e e tive assistan e to the user.
Our urrent work extends the assistantship model [1℄ to hierar hi al and
relational settings, building on the work in hierar hi al reinfor ement learning
and statisti al relational learning [3, 4℄. We extend the assistantship framework
by in luding parameterized task hierar hies and onditional relational in uen es
as prior knowledge of the assistant. An example of parameterized task hierar hy
is presented in Figure 1. We refer the reader to [2℄ for the semanti s and exe ution
of these hierar hies. We ompile this knowledge into an underlying Dynami
Bayesian network and use Bayesian network inferen e algorithms to infer the
distribution of user's goals given a sequen e of their atomi a tions. The DBN
that is obtained for inferring the user's goal is similar to the ones used for plan
re ognition [5℄. We estimate the parameters for the user's poli y and in uen e
relationships by observing the users' a tions. On e the user's goal distribution

is inferred, we determine an approximately optimal a tion by estimating the Qvalues of di erent a tions using rollouts and pi king the a tion that has the least
expe ted ost. We evaluate our relational hierar hi al assistantship model in two
ROOT
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di erent toy domains and ompare it to a propositional at model, propositional
hierar hi al model, and a relational at model. Through simulations, we show
that when the prior knowledge of the assistant mat hes the true behavior of
the user, the relational hierar hi al model provides superior assistan e in terms
of performing useful a tions. The relational at model and the propositional
hierar hi al model provide better assistan e than the propositional at model,
but fall short of the performan e of the relational hierar hi al approa h. We refer
the user to [2℄ for a detailed dis ussion of the experimental setup and the results.
In our urrent work, we unrolled the observations and goal stru ture into a
ground DBN. Though this is justi ed in many domains, the inferen e ould be
omputationally expensive in many domains. An important future work is to
develop faster inferen e methods that do not need full unrolling. To this e e t,
we are urrently working on dynami models that an avoid full grounding. Yet
another important future work is to improve the a tion sele tion me hanism of
our model and use methods that an exploit the goal stru ture of the user.
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